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1

Executive Summary

After 7 years of state-wide operation of the New South Wales Building Sustainability Index (BASIX)
the Department of Planning and Infrastructure (referred to within as ‘The Department’ or DP&I) has
commissioned a review audit of the standard of development applicant’s responses to BASIX to
establish if applicants are adhering to plan-marking requirements. This is an important aspect of
BASIX policy for consent authorities to be able to effectively verify consistency between BASIX
certificates and accompanying plans, and to ensure that buildings are delivered on-ground as per
BASIX design commitments.
To assess the standard of applicant’s compliance with the plan-marking requirements of BASIX a
review of over 100 proposed single dwelling and dual occupancy developments across 11 local
government areas in metropolitan and regional New South Wales was undertaken in NovemberDecember 2012. Plans submitted for both Development Application (DA) and Construction Certificate
(CC) approval were reviewed, with a focus upon CC documentation.
While the 103 developments assessed represent only a small proportion of the total number single
dwelling and dual occupancy development proposals submitted to consent authorities each year
across NSW, the range of plans viewed are considered to provide a reliable sample of development
types, residential development documentation and responses to BASIX that can be used by the
Department to determine how the residential development industry might be further assisted to
achieve a high standard of compliance with BASIX policy
A key intent of the current review is to establish a format for future compliance audits for the planmarking component of BASIX policy.
It should be noted that auditing documentation provided at the development assessment stage is but
one of several stages of assessment required to establish whether BASIX policy is delivering intended
outcomes. ‘Built as promised’ and post-occupancy dwelling performance measured via energy and
water billing data is warranted.
The key findings of the review are summarised below and extend beyond plan marking standards
alone.
•

Irrespective of policy requirements in relation to plan-marking (i.e. ticks in columns on
the BASIX Certificate) the level of detail of BASIX plan-marking differs very little
between DA and CC documentation – it appears that, to the extent that applicants do mark
BASIX elements upon submitted plans, the plan ‘maker’ (draftsperson, architect, building
designer) generally marks up DA plans with the same elements as would be required by
BASIX policy at CC documentation stage, even though fewer items are required to be marked
at the DA stage

•

For the majority of BASIX plan-marking elements, compliance standard can generally
be described as fair to good, the exceptions to this concern documentation for some
aspects of Thermal Comfort compliance

•

Consent authority staff have a generally low level of comprehension concerning the
documentation required for Thermal Comfort compliance when a proponent uses the
simulation pathway

•

Council staff generally focus on primary BASIX documentation (i.e. the BASIX
certificate itself and accompanying plan-marking) and attach reduced significance to
the Simulation documentation (assessors certificate, specification block and planstamping)
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•

The standard of plan marking of BASIX commitments remains variable across different
industry sectors. Several mass build project home companies providing exemplar planmarking standards that the Department might seek to promote to building design
industry practitioners and one-off users of BASIX. Some plans audited do show poor
plan-marking, including inconsistencies between commitments made in BASIX
Certificates and references to BASIX commitments on Plans

•

Plan-marking Compliance standards are high for the ‘iconic’ and high scoring BASIX
elements: rainwater tanks and water heaters – few aspects of these items warrant
inclusion in future audits

•

In terms of audit resourcing, time spent per development proposal assessed ranged
from approximately 30 minutes for relatively simple, well documented projects through
to approximately 1 hour for complex building designs and where plans had been
modified and re-submitted. The revised draft audit proposed for future use is
considerably shorter and will be faster to use

•

The shift by consent authorities toward maintaining documentation via fully electronic
records has significant implications for auditing in the near-term future. This applies not
only in regard to BASIX but all other auditing that involves viewing and assessing plans
submitted to consent authorities as part of the development approval process. While in-house
staff familiar with their organisation’s electronic filing system and file naming protocols can
access required documents swiftly, an external auditor visiting a remote site may take longer
to access the specific document(s) they wish to review – impacting on efficiency and cost of
the audit process.

•

Interviews with consent authority staff confirm that it is common for the homeowner
(consumer) to be typically very detached from the commitments that the building
designer makes on their behalf – i.e. a lack of consumer engagement concerning the
detail of BASIX commitments is common

•

The extent to which consent authority staff engage in checking that BASIX
commitments are adequately reflected in accompanying plans is variable across
different councils
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2

High Level Recommendations
•

Promote exemplar plan marking

Given that there are examples of high quality BASIX plan marking available, exemplars could readily
be provided on-line to assist BASIX users in achieving a high standard of consistency between
commitments in their BASIX certificates and the supporting evidence they provide in accompanying
plans.
•

Update and refine on-line help

While the release of the new-look BASIX website (January 2013) may address some compliance and
user comprehension issues identified in the recently completed audit (for example concerning the
demarcation of landscape areas), further refinement of specific diagrams and notes may assist users
to fully understand some BASIX elements and definitions.
•

Consider reviewing selected aspects of the single dwelling web-tool

Based on the recent compliance audit, some modest adjustments to the existing BASIX single
dwelling web-tool are considered appropriate. Warning ‘flags’ for specific elements (excessively large
un-conditioned floor area, roof water capture area connected to rain-tanks, and rain-tank sizes in
relation to nominated roof area) may improve user experience and on-ground outcomes.
•

Consider amending the single dwelling BASIX Certificate

Some aspects of the Single Dwelling BASIX Certificate warrant review. Specifically a case can be
made that, for the single dwelling certificate, many more BASIX line items that are indicated for plan
marking at CC stage but not DA stage, could be included at DA stage with little impact on BASIX
users.
For the Simulation option for Thermal Comfort compliance, the BASIX Certificate is text-heavy but
lacks explicit advice to non-accredited assessors as to the precise documentation required to be
submitted in support of proposals using this compliance pathway.
•

Regularly communicate ‘good practice plan-marking tips to BASIX users via the BASIX
e-newsletter, and/or other methods)

The BASIX e-newsletter could be used to promote specific good practice plan-marking advice to
BASIX users as a means to improving plan-marking standards over time.
•

A short rapid-audit tool is appropriate for continued monitoring of BASIX compliance
standards

Based on the detailed compliance audit that informs this report, a considerably shorter rapid audit tool
is considered appropriate for on-going compliance monitoring. Use of a web-based survey
mechanism is logical.
A revised draft audit tool has been created containing 21 questions (previous audit tool: 39 questions)
including three (3) questions for each of the Water and Energy themes, two (2) for the Thermal
Comfort – Simulation pathway and four (4) for the Thermal Comfort – DIY pathway. The Draft audit
tool could be accessed via an online application such as Survey Monkey. Refer to Appendix 4.
The tool is designed to be simple and fast to use such that persons new to the audit task could quickly
become familiar with it and apply it consistently to audit documentation submitted to, and processed
by consent authorities and private certifiers.
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3

Introduction

The Building Sustainability Index (BASIX) which sets performance requirements for New South Wales
residential development concerning greenhouse gas emissions, water consumption and thermal
comfort, commenced operation in 2004 (single residential dwellings, Sydney metropolitan region).
The scheme, mandated via a dedicated State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP), commenced
operation state-wide in July 2005.
BASIX, administered by the NSW Department of Planning and Infrastructure (subsequently referred to
as ‘the Department’ or ’DP&I’) requires residential development proponents to complete a web-based
assessment in which certain aspects of the proposed development are described to the on-line tool.
Data entered progressively generates a BASIX score, and the proponent is required to meet minimum
BASIX numerical targets (expressed as percentage improvements against NSW benchmarks) for
predicted water consumption, greenhouse gas emissions (from stationary energy consuming
appliances and activities) and a ‘Pass’ in the thermal comfort design section of the tool. In order to
generate a valid BASIX Certificate to submit with their development application (DA), Construction
Certificate (CC) or Complying Development Certificate (CDC) documentation the proponent must
make adequate commitments to meet the Targets/Pass mark for each of these three aspects of
sustainable building design.
An essential component of the BASIX process is that development proponents adequately mark
development proposal documents – i.e. plans – with the BASIX elements that the proponent has
selected in the on-line assessment tool to generate the BASIX Certificate submitted with their
development application. Thus relevant details relating to floor areas, landscaped area, appliances
selected, insulation, glazing and other aspects of building design and fit-out need to be evidenced on
the submitted plans.
After 7 years of state-wide operation of BASIX the Department has commissioned a review audit of
the standard of development applicant’s responses to BASIX to establish if applicants are adhering to
plan-marking requirements such that consent authorities can verify consistency between BASIX
certificates and accompanying plans, and to ensure that buildings are delivered on-ground as per
BASIX design commitments. This report summarises the findings of that audit, undertaken in
November and December 2012, in which documentation submitted for 103 single and dual occupancy
residential development proposals across 11 different local government authorities in metropolitan
areas and regional cities was reviewed.
The key outputs of the review audit are:

4

•

advice to the Department regarding aspects of BASIX that consumers (development
applicants and the building design and construction sector servicing residential developers),
consent authorities and private certifiers require additional support, advice or instruction about

•

a proposed framework for future rounds of audits, to verify applicants compliance standards
with BASIX requirements.

Audit coverage and method
4.1

Single dwelling focus

The audit focussed on single dwellings and some dual occupancy developments. Multi unit housing
types (apartments, flats, groups of townhouses or villas) were not included in the audit. Note that an
equivalent review and development of an audit tool for the multi-unit housing sector would be a more
complex and resource intensive task than the current review.
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4.2

Participating councils and the documentation they provided

Twelve councils accepted the Department’s invitation to participate in the audit. Participating councils
are listed in Appendix 1 and included inner, middle and outer metropolitan local government
authorities (LGAs) and four regional locations. Each council was requested to select current or
recently determined development applications for twelve developments in their local government area.
The precise request that was issued to councils is provided in Appendix 1.
In summary the focus was upon Construction Certificate (CC) documentation with a smaller
proportion of Development Application documentation to be reviewed. In many cases, especially for
project home development proposals, files provided contained both DA and CC documentation –
enabling the consultant undertaking the audit to perform a degree of cross-checking of BASIX
documentation at the two approval stages. A small number of Complying Development Certificate
(CDC) projects (7 % - n=7) and dual occupancy proposals (7 % - n=7) were provided by the consent
authorities.
One of the twelve councils that accepted the invitation to participate did not eventually take part in the
audit.
4.3

Comment on the number of development proposals audited

The intent was to review 120 development projects (i.e. 120 DA and CC files in total). The final tally of
developments reviewed was 103 due to the non participation of one council, the provision of electronic
files only by one council (impacting on speed of audit process – discussed below) and the relative
complexity of documentation provided at several metropolitan councils (featuring some complex
building designs and a protracted approvals process (especially where modified plans were submitted
prior to final determination).
The reduced number of plans assessed was discussed with departmental staff prior to completion of
the fieldwork component of the audit. It is considered that the robustness of the audit and, in
particular, the findings and recommendations, are in no way compromised by the final number of
developments assessed in this audit.
4.4

Online survey method, the range of coverage of the survey and time spent per
development assessed

The audit was undertaken using a web-based survey form (via the Survey Monkey site) completed by
the consultant for each development assessed. The survey contained 39 BASIX Certificate-related
questions drafted by the consultant and reviewed by departmental staff prior to finalisation.
The large number of questions covered most line items of the BASIX single Dwelling Certificate.
Information relating to postcode, address, floor and landscape areas, water conservation, thermal
comfort and greenhouse gas abatement (‘energy’) measures was all included in the audit to assess
applicant’s comprehension of, and compliance with policy requirements. DA or CC file numbers, the
assessment status (approved, under assessment or refused), BASIX certificate numbers, and the
general development type/designer category were also recorded.
The survey was modified once during the audit phase, after its first application at a participating
council. Data from that council was re-entered into the final version of the survey to ensure audit
consistency.
For reference, the time spent assessing plans and entering data for each development ranged from
circa 30 minutes for simple and well documented developments to circa one hour for more complex
proposals.
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4.5
purposes

Participating councils’ provision of documentation requested for auditing

Councils’ provision of documentation requested for auditing was occasionally inconsistent. The
specified ratio of CC to DA documentation varied from council to council, but not to an extent that the
Department’s requested focus on CC plans was compromised.
In relation to this aspect, a key finding of this audit was that, from a BASIX perspective,
documentation varied very little between DA and CC stages (discussed further below). Note also that,
while councils were invited to include developments currently under assessment (i.e. not yet
determined), the vast bulk of documentation provided (95 %) was for developments that had been
approved – largely within the past 18 months.
Some consent authorities provided several alterations and additions development proposals but
provided additional new dwelling files on the day of the visit when this was identified as an issue.
A small number of development proposals that used the ‘Rapid’ method of compliance with BASIX
thermal comfort standards were included in the audit (n=4). The Department did intend to exclude
these from the audit but as some consent authorities provided them in their sample set on the day of
visit they were included in the assessment and had some value in terms of testing whether there was
any evidence of breaches (in terms of either documentation standards or the physical building design)
by applicants using this compliance pathway. While the sample set is very small the conformance
standard with the ‘rules’ of the Rapid method was high.
4.6

Consent authority staff interviews

At each consent authority visited an interview with a staff member closely or directly involved in
assessing BASIX compliance was undertaken. A short pre-interview survey (delivered via Survey
Monkey) was sent to the staff member nominated by the Council to complete prior to the face-to-face
interview. The on-line survey sought information regarding the participant’s position title, duration of
employment in the development assessment/approvals sector, and various aspects of council staff
interaction with clients (i.e. development proponents).
Note that nine out of eleven interviewees had more than 10 years experience in the development
assessment / compliance sector.
The on-line survey was partly intended to ‘warm’ the staff member ahead of the face to face interview,
enabling the interview to quickly focus on what aspects of BASIX council staff considered that clients
most frequently misunderstood and what aspects they considered consent authorities needed more
support and advice about.
Because the survey and interview collected information based on individual staff member’s
perceptions of the interface between development proponent and consent authority (from the
perspective of BASIX policy operation), rather than the analytical assessment of plans made via the
audit tool, the staff survey and interview findings are not merged with the audit findings but rather are
reported separately via Appendices 2 and 3. Note also that regarding the data presented in these
appendices, the sample size is small and individual perceptions may vary widely between each
interviewee, therefore the information provided cannot be considered to comprehensively reflect the
opinions of LGA staff across NSW.
Table 1 provides a summary of the key issues faced by each participating council, as determined by
the report author, together with the suggested actions that the Department might consider in response
to these issues.
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Table 1: Qualitative assessment of how well participating councils are managing BASIX
Council

01

Auditor’s Observations

Suggested Department of
Planning & Infrastructure
responses

• Abundant owner builder and ‘granny flat’ projects (i.e.
one-off applicants rather than repeat applicants)
means Council is often dealing with persons new to
BASIX.
• Clear evidence that letters are being sent out to
applicants flagging unmarked BASIX elements.
• Staff unclear about Simulation method specification
block requirements and TC protocol generally.
• Granny flat projects especially poorly described to
BASIX.
• Council appears diligent in checking BASIX
compliance at completion.

Need to re-notify councils
regarding evidence required on
plans if simulation method is used
for Thermal Comfort compliance.

02

• Generally good standard of on-file documentation.

Communicate Simulation Protocol
‘rules’ to consent authorities to
ensure they consistently ask for
and verify inclusion of the required
plan-stamping and Simulation
certificate documentation.

03

• Cursory checking of BASIX at lodgement stage –
looking for provision of certificate only – this is common
across other LGAs
• Appear to take a diligent and cautious approach,
requesting new BASIX certificate if staff consider that a
new certificate is likely.
• Weak understanding of Simulation method protocols –
including checking for evidence on plans (not just
provision of a Simulation certificate).

Need to re-notify councils
regarding evidence required on
plans if Simulation method is used
for Thermal Comfort compliance.

04

• Cursory checking of BASIX at lodgement stage – i.e.
provision of certificate only - as skill set required to
check detail is not available at point of lodgement.
• Many complex developments and architect-designed
projects.
• Unclear of the protocols / requirements for ABSA
Specification blocks on plans.

Need to re-notify councils
regarding evidence required on
plans whenever Simulation method
is used for Thermal Comfort
compliance.

05

• Clear evidence that this council is checking DIY
documentation and asking clients to resubmit where
errors detected.

RE-communicate DIY ‘rules’ to
BASIX users and provide advice to
consent authorities on efficient and
acceptable methods of checking for
accurate application of DIY.
Communicate Simulation Protocol
‘rules’ to consent authorities to
ensure they consistently ask for
and verify inclusion of the required
plan-stamping and Simulation
certificate documentations.

06

• This Council appears to be especially well organised in
terms of assessment process, and diligent in following
up on BASIX compliance matters.
• Council experience validates that the homeowner
(consumer) typically remains very detached from the
commitments that the building designer makes on their
behalf – i.e. lack of consumer engagement.

Communicate to registered BASIX
uses (building design community)
the need to more diligently engage
with their clients about BASIX
commitments to avoid downstream
frustrations associated with desire
to change commitments at/near
O.C. stage.
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07

• Good standard of on-file documentation.

08

• Commonly accept a letter from the principal builder or
proponent at O.C. stage stating “all BASIX
commitments included as per Certificate”.
• Stated that one-off owner builders are monitored tightly
to ensure compliance (project home companies
generally fully understand the BASIX compliance
expectation).
• Confirms the ongoing validity of theft of appliances /
fittings from near-completed dwellings as being a
genuine problem such that consent authority has to
allow for ‘on the day of occupancy’ completion of some
BASIX elements (especially water heaters, air
conditioners) with builder providing documentary
evidence if certifier not signing off on O.C. that day.

09

Communicate Simulation Protocol
‘rules’ to consent authorities to
ensure they consistently ask for
and verify inclusion of the required
plan stamping and Simulation
certificate documentation.

Communicate Simulation Protocol
‘rules’ to consent authorities to
ensure they consistently ask for
and verify inclusion of the required
plan stamping and Simulation
certificate documentation.

10

• Generally good standard of on-file documentation but
clearly lack understanding of documentation standards
required for Simulation method.

Communicate Simulation Protocol
‘rules’ to consent authorities to
ensure they consistently ask for
and verify inclusion of the required
plan stamping and Simulation
certificate documentation.

11

• A degree of division exists between building surveyors
and planners as to whose role it is to verify BASIX:
‘Planners treat BASIX elements as being detailed
design matters that can be ‘left to building
surveyors/certifiers’ thereby creating potential to not
pick-up BASIX related issues early in assessment
phase.
• Not uncommon to see more than one BASIX certificate
on a file indicating that the PCA is effectively detecting
unsupported claims and asking applicant for a new
BASIX Certificate.

Communicate Simulation Protocol
‘rules’ to consent authorities to
ensure they consistently ask for
and verify inclusion of the required
plan stamping and Simulation
certificate documentation.

5

Observation regarding differing levels of Councils engagement concerning compliance
with BASIX plan-marking requirements and certificate-to-plan accuracy

During the audit process it was possible to detect a variation in the degree to which different consent
authorities verified the standard of plan-marking and the accuracy of BASIX documentation provided
by development proponents. Detection of this variability was made in part by observing annotations
made on plans and/or BASIX Certificates by council staff (including tick-marks against, for example,
glazing areas when applicants opted to use the DIY pathway for Thermal Comfort compliance) and in
part through conversation with staff directly involved in the pre-approval assessment and construction
verification process.
At some Councils BASIX-related notes and tick marks were common indicating cross-checking for
compliance was the norm, at other locations little or no annotation by council staff was evident.
In one particular case a consent authority staff member specifically stated that development
assessment planners generally considered that checking for BASIX compliance was a task for
building surveyors rather than planners and that planners did not spend much or any time verifying
that BASIX Certificate commitments were adequately reflected in accompanying plans.
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6

Boundaries and Caveats of the November-December 2012 Audit

The current audit focussed on development proponent’s documentation received and largely
assessed by local government staff. As each council processes applications and documentation in
slightly different ways, and as the current audit did not engage with private certifiers who play a
significant role in the BASIX verification process, it is important to state the boundaries that apply to
findings from the audit.
Some combined DA/CC and CC files inspected at councils did contain documentation provided by
private certifiers, including plan sets. Nonetheless it was not possible to determine the extent to which
private certifiers engaged directly with development applicants around BASIX or revision of plans to
address any shortfalls in BASIX plan annotation prior to arriving at the accepted level of
documentation that they worked with through to building completion and issuing of an Interim or final
Occupancy Certificate.
Further, at least one participating council confirmed that, upon development consent being issued,
files were stripped back to the most contemporary approvals documentation (final plans and the
council’s letter confirming development consent had been given), with redundant correspondence and
superseded plans disposed of. This makes the documentation in the files (for both staff and auditor)
very easy to access and review, but does prevent an auditor from assessing whether the consent
authority detected compliance issues earlier in the assessment process that were rectified by
submission of amended plans, a new BASIX certificate or other documentation that confirmed an
acceptable standard of compliance.
While these limitations to audit findings are flagged, a clear and consistent trend appeared from early
on in this round of audits that relates to this matter. Namely that, regarding annotation of BASIX
commitments, CC documentation rarely differed much, if at all, from that provided to consent
authorities at the DA stage. Thus where a consent authority has failed to identify inadequate marking
of BASIX commitments on plans themselves by the time a DA is approved, then any shortfall in
annotation persists through to the CC stage and may or may not be identified subsequently.
While the BASIX certificate remains the absolute determiner (and default checklist) of what is required
for the development to be considered fully BASIX compliant upon completion, it remains likely that
building certifiers cross check BASIX compliance with strong reliance upon BASIX annotation within
plans, and via documentation (statements / certificates) provided by the project builder (see Appendix
5 Images 1 and 2) as opposed to line-by-line cross checking against the BASIX certificate held on file.

7

Is the audit data set representative of BASIX-affected single dwellings across NSW?

While the 103 developments assessed represent only a very small proportion of the total number
single dwelling and dual occupancy development proposals submitted to consent authorities each
year across NSW, the author is of the firm view that the plans assessed provide a solid, reliable
sample of NSW development types, residential development documentation and applicants responses
to BASIX that can be used by the Department to determine what additional support or policy
adjustments might be required to increase compliance standards and further improve the efficient
operation of BASIX.
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8

Implications for future audits of the shift toward electronic plan documentation

The following observations relate not just to audits for BASIX but to any aspect of plan auditing that
the Department may engage in via visits to consent authorities or, potentially, via remote auditing.
While only one council in this audit currently operates in fully electronic documentation mode, several
others that participated in the audit were in a transition phase. The most common software package in
1
use appears to be TRIM .
This audit experience may be instructive for the Department. Only five (5) developments were
assessed at this Council during the full day audit (at almost all other locations at least 10
developments were assessed). While one factor for this lower audit rate was that this was the first of
the consent authorities visited and the first time the web-based survey had been tested ‘live’, another
key factor in the relatively slow audit process was the provision of electronic plans only, with no hard
copy back up to refer to.
From the perspective of an external auditor, several aspects of electronic plan documentation do
impact on the speed at which audits can be undertaken, these include but are not limited to:
•

•

•

When the auditor first opens an electronic folder for any particular development they may be
confronted with a large number of documents ranging from the plans themselves (possibly
multiple versions) to the correspondence with the applicant or several of their building
professions team, to internal referrals between different sections of the consent authority, to
correspondence with private certifiers, in the event that the CC is being handled by a private
accredited certifier. Thus it takes several minutes to identify and open the only files (including
drawings) one wishes to view, and to close ones that have been opened but are the found to
not be relevant to the audit
Plans themselves – whether in the common A3 sized format or (and especially) larger formats
(A2) - are difficult to quickly comprehend, at a readable scale, as the viewer has to shift part of
the plan off-screen to view other parts of the drawing – impacting on the ease of assimilating
the ‘whole picture’
When a hard copy of a particular plan is required for any reason there may be a time delay in
obtaining that item from the relevant printer, and the assistance of staff may be required due
to login and access rights.

From the BASIX auditing perspective going forward, a much shorter audit will be required in future (a
draft has been created and can be viewed electronically at:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/PYHKNBM ) and in Appendix 4, and this may, in part, address the
issue of the speed at which multiple development proposals can be assessed at anyone consent
authority in any one visit. Furthermore, if/when a consent authority’s files can be fully viewed remotely
(i.e. all of the proponent’s submitted documentation is available for inspection on-line) rather than via
site visit, then desk-top audits from the auditors own office setting will of course bring some
efficiencies to the process. In the meantime it remains the case that, while in-house staff familiar with
their organisation’s electronic filing system and file naming protocols can access required documents
swiftly, an external auditor visiting a remote site may take longer to access the specific document(s)
they wish to review when available only in electronic format – impacting on the speed at which the
audit process is undertaken, with consequent resourcing implications for the Department.

1

TRIM developed and marketed by Hewlett Packard, is one prominent example of an electronic document and records management
system (EDRMS)
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9

How BASIX commitments are typically indicated in DA / CC documentation

With over one hundred different sets of residential development documentation assessed under the
current audit a very clear range of methods of marking BASIX commitments on plans emerges. This
section of the report discusses these different methods and flags strengths and weaknesses of the
methods where applicable.
9.1

Method 1 – inclusion of a scanned copy of the BASIX certificate (multiple
pages) physically inserted into the plan set – See Appendix 5 Images 3 & 4)

This method is not uncommon. Sometimes the whole certificate is scanned and included on one
dedicated page of the set of plans ( with that plan sheet being typically called ‘BASIX Commitments’
‘BASIX Specifications’ or ‘BASIX Notes’), or alternatively different scanned pages of the BASIX
certificate are inserted into the various different plans in the plan set – for example the BASIX water
commitments might be scanned on the site plan or the floor plan, while the Thermal Comfort
commitments page of the certificate may be scanned onto the sheet(s) showing building elevations
(including glazing) or sections (where insulation may be additionally indicated).
Note that even when this method is used the building designer creating the plans commonly ensures
the BASIX certificate number itself is not included in the scanned sections of the BASIX certificate.
Positives: This method does ‘hardwire’ BASIX to the plan set – i.e. it is clear, at a glance, to
applicant and consent authority alike that BASIX applies to the proposal, and has not been
overlooked.
Negatives: There are several genuine negatives around this method. The scanned pages are
invariably reduced in size to fit on the A3 or A2 sized plans such that it may be very hard to read the
commitments without resorting to magnification – frustrating for persons responsible for validating onsite delivery of the BASIX commitments. Further, the building designer creating the plans may assume
that this method negates the need for any further plan-marking detail such as the location of any
proposed rain-tank, solar water heater, or specific detail regarding insulation materials location and Rrating, all of which should be shown in a genuine plan-marking form if the building certifier is to be
able to assess appropriacy of the commitment in terms of on-ground delivery.
Finally, some examples were noted where most but not all pages of the BASIX certificate were
scanned onto the plan set. At a glance the consent authority and subsequently a private sector
building certifier may assume all the BASIX commitments are embedded in the plans (such that the
certifier thinks they can rely solely on the scanned-in version of the BASIX certificate), but on closer
inspection a whole section of the certificate may be missing such that the comprehensive BASIX
verification process would require reference back to the original A4 sized certificate within the
development approval documentation anyway.
Summary: this method of annotation is only robust when all of the pages of the certificate have been
scanned in and are presented on one dedicated page of the plan set (a page typically labelled “BASIX
Commitments”) and where specific items (e.g. rain-tank, low water landscape) are physically indicated
by icons and text notes in addition to the BASIX certificate extract.
9.2

Method 2 – A dedicated ‘BASIX Specification Sheet’ created by the plan-maker
– typically with additional icons / text notes on subsequent pages of the plan
set - See Images 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10,11,12,13, 14

This method is common, especially with project home companies, some of whom provided the best
standard of BASIX documentation evidenced throughout the current audit. In some cases this BASIX
Specification Sheet is the very first A3 or A2 sheet presented in the plan set (i.e. labelled ‘Sheet 1’ or
‘Sheet A’), with an inferred prominence to BASIX commitments. Often the plans also contain icons or
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text notation for some specific BASIX commitments such as rain-tanks, insulation, and clothes drying
lines.
Positives: This method ‘hardwires’ BASIX to the plan set and, because the applicant or their building
designer has had to transcribe commitments from the original certificate to the designer’s (or
company’s) own specification sheet, there is an additional level of comprehension of the commitments
by the designer – i.e. in re-writing the commitments there is an element of ‘self-reinforcement’ of what
is being committed to by the plan-maker.
Further, by having a dedicated commitments sheet, at a legible scale (unlike the ‘scanned and
inserted certificate’ described above – Method 1), the designer’s client, if interested or motivated, can
readily see what the commitments are themselves (the issue of consumer disengagement is an ongoing problem raised by several council staff during the face to face interviews).
Negatives: One potential negative to this method occurs whereby project home companies in
particular, using a template method for their ‘BASIX Specification Sheet’ which they copy, paste and
subsequently amend from a previous project, may fail to fully amend the sheet to reflect the latest
project and BASIX Certificate, instead leaving in situ some BASIX commitments from a previous
project that are not correct for the current residential development (i.e.introducing inconsistency
between the A4 BASIX certificate commitments and the claimed BASIX commitments in the
Specification sheet in the plan set).
A further potential negative of the method is that the building designer may consider the customised
BASIX specification sheet to be all that is needed, such that elements that are best included by icon
and or specific text note (again examples such as rain-tank location shown on site plan, floor plan or
elevations, insulation shown on building sections) are not shown in the relevant places within the plan
set. However, many plans using this method do include both icons and text notes in addition to a
‘BASIX Specification Sheet’.
Finally some examples of this method simply cut and paste all the text from the BASIX certificate and
insert the text, in small font, on to the BASIX Specification Sheet. The result is typically very dense
text (see Image 6), that is hard to read, that does not enable an assessment officer or building certifier
to easily see and summarise the BASIX commitments, adding little or no value or efficiency to the
verification task.
9.3

Method 3 – One or more ‘BASIX Specification Blocks’ shown on one or more
sheets of the plan set

A common method of plan annotation, whereby one or more BASIX specification boxes containing
commitments in text format are inserted into existing sheets, especially the site plan sheet but also on
subsequent plan sheets for example floor plan, elevations and/or sections.
Positives: Again this method ‘hardwires’ BASIX to the plan set and, because the applicant or their
building designer has had to transcribe commitments from the original certificate to the designer’s (or
company’s) own specification sheet, there may be an additional level of comprehension of the
commitments by the designer.
A further benefit is that these Specification Blocks typically appropriately abbreviate the BASIX
commitments such that the annotations are not ‘text heavy’ and the builder, certifier and client all have
a quick and common reference point to enable consistent comprehension of the commitments.
Negatives: No obvious negatives except that there is no guarantee that every BASIX Certificate
commitment has been carried across to the Specifications Block(s) – although not every commitment
needs to be included in this way (for example windows to bathrooms, toilets, kitchens clearly do not
need to be additionally annotated as they are a drawn feature within the plans. Glazing areas would
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also not be a logical inclusion in a BASIX Specification Block, but rather are best presented in a
dedicated ‘Glazing Schedule’).
9.4

Method 4 – No dedicated ‘BASIX Specification Sheet’ or ‘Block’ – only single
icon and text notes in various locations across the plan set

This method is common and considered quite acceptable as long as all the appropriate BASIX
Commitments are referenced by annotation or icon in the logical places across the various plan
sheets.
Positives: Annotations (icon and/or text note) occur on the most appropriate plan sheets and against
the most logical drawings (site plan, section, elevation or floor plan) and at a legible scale such that
the builder and certifier can clearly see the BASIX commitments.
Negatives: The building certifier checking BASIX compliance has to scan multiple sheets to pick out
the various BASIX commitments. Furthermore, omission of one or several BASIX commitments from
the plan set may be less obvious than in the case of ‘Specification Sheets’ or ‘Blocks’.
10

Observation regarding exemplar plan marking by specific mass build project home
companies

The audit confirmed a trend first observed in 2005 that some project home companies quickly
developed and applied efficient and effective internal mechanisms that deliver a consistently high
standard of plan-marking and evidence of BASIX commitments. The companies that stood out in the
earliest audit undertaken shortly after BASIX was implemented for single dwellings (circa 2005/6)
remain some of best practitioners in terms of cross referencing BASIX commitments in plan sets
submitted to consent authorities. The relevance of this is that the Department, should it seek to
promote good practice and provide examples of high quality plan marking to all BASIX users, might
seek to use, with permission, exemplars provided by these companies. Standouts are McDonald
Jones Homes, Eden Brae Homes (drawings by A&N Designs) and Rawson Homes. Others that
deliver a generally good standard of plan marking include Proven Professional Provincial Homes,
Allworth Homes, Masterton Homes and Beechwood Homes.
This is not to say that documentation for some individual custom-designed dwellings (designed both
by architects and other building design professionals) did not display exemplar standard, but rather
that the range in quality is typically wider from these sectors of the design industry.
Appendix 5 include images from the best BASIX documentation providers from the project home
sector (i.e. considered by the auditor to be at or close to ‘exemplar’), as well as some extracts for
custom-designed dwelling proposals.
11

Audit Findings – Compliance standards for individual elements of BASIX included in
2012 audit

Table 2 provides line-by-line assessment of the current compliance standards for all elements of
BASIX data inputs that were included in the 2012 compliance audit. For each item an indication of the
compliance standard is followed by the auditor’s comments and a definitive statement regarding
whether the element warrants inclusion in the ongoing audit program. Some additional comments are
included where considered appropriate.
The table is followed by summary comments for the BASIX themes of Water and Energy (greenhouse
gas abatement) and a more extensive discussion of audit findings relating to the Thermal Comfort
theme.
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Table 2: Summary of Audit Findings
BASIX Element

Compliance Standard

Correct postcode

98% accurate

Correct BASIX tool used
Number of bedrooms

99% accurate
99% accurate or underclaimed
89% accurate or
overstated

Conditioned Floor Area

Unconditioned Floor
Area (UCFA)

33% overstated – i.e.
incurring modest penalty
score

Landscape area

Over-stating and
understating is common

Low water demand
landscape area

Only 11% of audited
projects claimed this
element, but supporting
documentation generally
poor, with over half
claimants providing nil or
inadequate
documentation
18 % considered to
demonstrate poor
compliance at CC stage
(includes both
inconsistency between
BASIX certificate and
plans, and where plans
do not state star ratings at
all, or refer to AAA ratings
rather than ***star rating.
Very good - 94% of
projects proposing raintanks had this item clearly
indicated, typically
including capacity on plan
or adequate cross
reference to BASIX
certificate
Very good – 82% exact
match, 12% of projects
indicated tank larger than
BASIX compliance; only

Indoor water fittings
*star ratings

Rainwater tank marked
on plans to acceptable
standard (to scale or
dimensions indicated
appear viable)

Match between
rainwater-tank size on
plans and size specified
in BASIX certificate
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Comment

Only issue is around new
suburbs yet to have
postcode allocated –
applicants use
neighbouring suburb code
– deemed acceptable
No evidence of deliberate
over-claiming
Time consuming task not
recommended for future
audits given no evidence of
widespread
understatement of CFA
Clearly many applicants
are including car-parking in
BASIX UCFA – need to recommunicate definition to
BASIX users
Applicants commonly use
council definition of
‘landscape’ rather than
recalculate to realistic
vegetated areas – so incur
some modest penalty here.
Also large rural blocks
commonly overstate their
landscape areas, by
including existing native
vegetation/paddock areas
Options:
Communicate required
standard to BASIX users
via E-newsletter
Provide visual exemplars
on website

Note that most plans at DA
stage typically stated star
ratings anyway, even
though not required to be
marked.

As one of the most iconic
and substantive elements
selected for BASIX
compliance it appears that
the residential design
industry is now generally
across the plan-marking
expectation for this element
See note above
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Include element in
BASIX Audit program
going forward
No

No
No
No

Yes – in conjunction with
communicating UCFA
definition to BASIX users

Yes, depending on: (i)
Department’s own
intentions regarding this
element of BASIX, and
(ii) to test whether new
website format (January
2013) assists users to
define landscape areas
more accurately.

Yes, depending on: (i)
Department’s own
intentions regarding this
element of BASIX, and
(ii) to test whether new
website format assists
users to define landscape
areas more accurately.
No – but consider
amending BASIX
Certificate to require
these be plan-marked
from DA stage.
Communicate to BASIX
users that plans should
not refer to AAA ratings,
but only to star ratings..
No

No
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Roof area allocated to
above ground rainwater
tank (CC documentation
only)

End uses for alternative
water supply adequately
specified (CC
documentation only)

Swimming pools

1% of plans viewed stated
tank smaller than BASIX
compliance; only 4% did
not show a tank when one
is nominated in BASIX
Reasonable degree of
compliance, but some
concerns about the
practical aspects of large
roof areas being allocated
to small above ground
tanks – see ‘Comments’
column and additional
comments – section 11.1
below

Generally good
compliance standard.
Though some rain-tank
scenarios did not
adequately state end-use
connections
Very small sample size
(n=5) but compliance
standard generally good

Thermal Comfort Simulation method – TC
Certificate provided

Fair – 22 % of simulation
projects did not include
TC Certificate in the
council documentation
viewed in audit

Thermal Comfort Simulation method –
latest TC Certificate on
file matches TC
certificate referenced in
BASIX
Thermal Comfort Simulation method –
Heating and Cooling
loads in TC Certificate
Match BASIX Certificate
Thermal Comfort Simulation method – TC
Certificate # matches
specification block

No mis-matches observed
among plans where TC
Certificate has been
provided (n=44)

Thermal Comfort Simulation method –
accredited assessor
stamped plans provided
to acceptable standard

High standard of
compliance (98%
compliance, n=44) (note:
excludes cases where TC
certificate not provided)
Good standard of
compliance (86%) but
small sample size (n=22)
as audit excluded cases
where specification block
not provided on plans.
Poor compliance standard
– only 33% of plans
deemed to adequately
address stamping
requirements
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While over 60 % of CC
documents inspected had
generally acceptable roof
area allocations to tanks, 8
% had no indication of roof
area allocation and, in
auditors opinion, over 30%
had relatively large roof
areas proposed to be
connected to modest sized
above ground tanks with
potential overflow issues
No issues around
erroneous claims of
connection to reticulated
schemes that are not
available for the site
address
Council staff confirm that
applicants commonly avoid
including pools at new
dwelling stage, both to
avoid BASIX commitments
and other reasons (i.e. to
ensure approval). “Future
pool” annotation not
uncommon
In part will reflect nonprovision by proponent but
also includes scenarios
where consent authority
receiving electronic DA
submissions have failed to
print out A4 Thermal
Comfort certificate and
place it on file

Very few errors, no need to
include in future audit
program

Consent authorities need to
be made aware of
obligation for proponents to
provide stamped plans
when Simulation pathway
used for compliance
A common compliance
issue but note that consent
authorities play a role in
this as well as proponents,
by not putting all electronic
documentation on hard
copy file, and not insisting
on stamped plans
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Yes (in conjunction with
potential modification to
the BASIX tool to alert
users to avoid unrealistic
roof area / tank size
combinations – hydraulic
engineers advice
recommended) – see
discussion in main body
of report

No.
Also recommend to bring
this item forward to DA
stage for plan marking

No

Yes – lack of availability
of TC certificates for
ready inspection in over
1/5 of cases creates
potential compliance
loop-hole.
Need to communicate
this issue to consent
authorities
No – acceptable
compliance standard
demonstrated; focus
needs to be on consent
authorities ensuring TC
Certificate is put on file
No – acceptable
compliance standard
demonstrated

No – acceptable
compliance standard
demonstrated; focus to
be on consent authorities
ensuring TC specification
block is provided
Yes – currently common
for files at both CC and
DA stages to not contain
adequate ‘lock in’ of TC
certificate commitments
within the drawings
themselves
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Thermal Comfort Simulation method –
insulation including R
rating - physically
marked on plans match
Certificate and
Specification Block
Thermal Comfort – DIY
Method – floor type
(areas not measured)
Thermal Comfort – DIY
Method – insulation
standards physically
marked on plans match
BASIX Certificate

77 % compliance (i.e.
insulation statements on
plans are consistent with
TC Certificate)

Enough inconsistencies in
current audit to warrant
retention of this element for
near-term future

Yes – retain until higher
compliance standard
established for provision
of Certificate,
Specification Block and
stamped plans

High compliance standard
– 93 %

Good compliance

No

Fair compliance standard
– 64 %. Inconsistency of
plan-marked insulation
commitments is more of
an issue than nil
insulation being indicated
on plans

Yes – need to improve
compliance standard for
this element

Thermal Comfort – DIY
Method – Roof colour

Poor compliance standard
– 52 %

Need to improve
compliance standard via
communications to BASIX
users and consent
authorities, emphasising
consistency for all
insulation elements (wall,
floor, ceiling, and roof) with
BASIX Certificate
DP&I to consider how
important this element is in
terms of building’s thermal
comfort performance

Thermal Comfort – DIY
Method – Glazing areas
and orientations

Generally good
compliance – 73 % of
projects considered to be
within 5 % accuracy for
both orientations
measured and no obvious
trends identified re: overstating or understating
glazing areas to ‘Pass’
Good compliance
standard – 78 % of
projects assessed (n=46)
demonstrated correct
match-up between BASIX
certificate

Thermal Comfort – DIY
Method – Shade
structures

Hot water system

Generally good
compliance 79 %,
although not uncommon
for performance rating to
not be stated when the
commitments are shown
as individual icons on
various sheets rather than
specification block or
specification sheet

Solar water heater
adequately drawn

Small sample set – n=20,
however good compliance
at only around 50 %
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Recommend continued
inclusion for near term
future, but using simplified
question format (“within x%
accuracy” only, not subdividing to further levels of
glazing area accuracy)

Undertake analysis of
certificate data held by
DP&I. Likely similar level
of non-conformance in
Simulation pathway – tho
assessors may elect
‘dark’ as standard
Yes – retain for near-term
future, in part to address
accredited assessor
association expectations
that non-simulation
pathway be monitored to
ensure applicants are not
‘gaming’ compliance
system
Yes – retain for near-term
future, in part to address
accredited assessor
association expectations
that non-simulation
pathway be monitored to
ensure applicants are not
‘gaming’ compliance
system
Yes – due to ease of
checking

No – given proportion of
applicants using this
option for compliance
combined with a
reasonable expectation
that plumbers installing
solar water heaters
generally perform to a
good professional
standard and avoid poor
installation outcomes
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Heating and Cooling (air
conditioning systems)

At CC stage, 30 % make
no commitment in BASIX,
51 % annotate plan with
correct match to BASIX
Certificate, 19 % deemed
non-compliant

Natural lighting to
kitchen, bathroom, toilet

High standard of
compliance - 73 %
accurate claim plus 13%
under-claimed

Indoor/outdoor clothes
lines

High standard of
compliance – 84 %

Quite common to see
annotation: “clothes-line by
owner”, implies that this
element commonly
installed post occupancy.
Common to see marked at
DA stage, even tho not
required til CC.

Artificial lighting

Commonly NOT claimed
at CC stage (40% of
applicants avoid artificial
lighting commitment)
Of claimants, at CC stage
documentation, 80 %
correctly state on plans,
20% non-compliant

Renewable energy
systems

Very small sample size
(n=3)

Almost exclusively
evidenced as a simple text
statement in the BASIX
specification sheet or block,
with no further supporting
commitment in, for example
reflected ceiling plants that
the electrician would use,
or by notation on any other
sheets in the plan set
Generally confined to rural
residential settings where
large roof areas unaffected
by shade, with good north
aspect and no impacts on
neighbours result in few
design constraints.
Accredited installers should
always be delivering
systems to acceptable
performance standard
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Almost exclusively
evidenced as a simple text
statement in the BASIX
specification sheet or block,
with no further supporting
commitment in, for example
by notation on floor plan or
elevation plan, or electrical
layout plan
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Yes – given increasing
penetration of a/c, burden
placed on electricity
supply infrastructure and
need for continued
dialogue with utilities.
Depends also on whether
compliance at occupancy
is being vetted by other
means (visual inspection
or in conjunction with
energy utilities research)
that may over-ride value
of data collected by audit,
at pre-construction stage
No – but suggest
improved image for
naturally lit kitchen in
Help Notes for islandstyle kitchens in large
living areas
No – and, based on
installation of outdoor
clothes lines for single
dwelling development
being very commonplace
(readily verifiable by
visual inspection of new
homes), consider
removing this option from
BASIX options. Retain
‘fixed indoor clothes line’
option if a score can still
be attributed.
Yes – but recommend
that Department promote
better standard of plan
marking – focus on
labelling the electrical
(reversed ceiling plan)
page, where provided

No – given very small
numbers using this
element for BASIX
compliance.
Review recommended
should policy (e.g. Target
change) or market
mechanisms lead to
significant increase in
commitment to
renewable energy
systems in BASIX
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11.1

Summary of findings for audited BASIX-Water components

For the BASIX theme of Water, compliance standards are generally good to very good. Clearly there
are issues around inadequate documentation for claimed low water demand landscaping, although
the proportion of applicants using this element for compliance is low. The revised BASIX website has
some improved help-note assistance on this element that may drive better compliance over time.
Regarding the performance rating of water fittings, reference to AAA ratings rather than to stars was
not uncommon.
Rain-tanks are generally marked to high compliance standard and consent authority staff appear to be
diligent in identifying this element and advising applicants of issues around non-marking of tanks or
inappropriate tank design solutions.
In terms of the future audit program few of the BASIX Water elements warrant inclusion. ‘Roof area to
rain-tank’, landscaped areas and the documentation provided by applicants claiming low water
landscaping are the elements recommended for inclusion.
11.2

Summary of audit findings for audited BASIX-Energy components

Compliance standards for the Energy theme are generally good. Several of the BASIX elements
assessed do not warrant inclusion in future audit programs. These are: natural lighting to kitchens,
toilets and bathrooms (strong level of accurate claims, plus some non-claiming of elements that could
correctly be claimed was evident): outdoor/indoor clothes line and renewable energy systems.
While compliance for non-solar type water heaters (essentially gas water heaters – storage or
instantaneous) is generally good the ease of auditing this item combined with its relative importance
(in terms of greenhouse gas abatement effectiveness) warrant its continued inclusion in the audit
program for the near-term future. It is recommended that BASIX users be reminded by e-newsletter
or other communication method that they are required to specifically state the performance standard
of water heaters (gas star rating) on the plans, not just the style (instantaneous or storage) of water
heater.
Both air conditioning and artificial lighting require further consideration before determining the level of
detail that future audits should interrogate to. Both these elements are almost always addressed on
plans by a simple text statement rather than icons on relevant sheets of the plan set (ideally the floor
plan and/or elevation plans for air conditioning, and reflected ceiling plans for lighting). Without onsite compliance checking at the time of occupancy (a technical task for air conditioning at least, as the
certifier needs to be able to interpret the performance label attached to the air conditioning appliance)
the data obtained from pre-construction desk top audits may be of little value as it is the level of
certainty around the installation of these appliances in accordance with the BASIX commitments that
is the end game, in terms of the likely greenhouse gas emissions associated with the dwelling’s space
heating and cooling activities.

11.3

Summary of audit findings for the Thermal Comfort component of BASIX for
single dwellings

The Thermal Comfort component of BASIX can be considered as the most complex of the three
sustainability ‘themes’ of the policy in terms of demonstrating compliance correctly. The 2012 audit
reveals that some compliance issues exist for both of the principal compliance pathways – the
Simulation Method (use of an accredited thermal comfort assessor) and the ‘Do-It-Yourself’ (DIY)
option (whereby the dwelling designer describes thermal comfort elements - wall, floor, ceiling and
roof construction materials, insulation, glazing types and areas, glazing shade systems) to the BASIX
on-line tool and adjusts these as required to achieve a ‘Pass’ for Thermal Comfort.
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Approximately 55 per cent of development proposals audited had elected to use the Simulation
pathway, with 43 per cent using the DIY option and 4 per cent using the ‘Rapid’ method of
compliance.
It emerged during the recent audit work that consent authorities have generally a ‘poor’ to ‘fair’
comprehension of their obligations to ensure that adequate documentation is provided throughout the
approvals process (DA and CC stages) for those proposals that elect to use the Simulation pathway. It
was also noted that applicants (or rather their building designers), including project home companies
and smaller scale design practices, display some laxness regarding their documentary evidence
obligations.
It also appears that in some cases Council staff focus on primary BASIX documentation (i.e. the
BASIX certificate itself and accompanying plan-marking) and attach reduced significance to the
Simulation documentation (assessors certificate, specification block and plan-stamping).
Further, new format, one page accredited assessor certificates are also now appearing on council files
that do not contain the level of construction detail that features traditionally, creating a compliance
verification challenge, and contributing to confusion on plan-making requirements (see Appendix 5
Image 15).
Regarding the DIY option in BASIX, the current limitation of 15 separate lines for entering
window/glazed door data (glass and frame type, shading, over-shadowing) creates some issues for
compliance verification.
Finally, the wording and location of ‘ticks’ in the Simulation section of the BASIX Certificate may
contribute to some compliance issues.
The sections below describe these issues in more detail.
11.3.1 Consent authorities comprehension of documentation requirements for
Simulation Compliance
Consent authorities appear to have at best only a fair understanding of the documentary evidence
required at DA and CC stages for new dwellings that have elected to use the Simulation method for
Thermal Comfort compliance in BASIX. The audit revealed that provision of inadequate
documentation was a common occurrence at either DA or CC stages. Issues ranged from provision
only of an A4 Thermal Comfort Certificate on file (no accredited assessor stamped plans and no
attached specification block attached to any of the plan sheets) through to provision of accredited
assessor stamped plans at DA stage but no subsequent provision of the same documentation at CC
stage.
The audit findings cannot generally be used to judge the role of accredited Thermal Comfort
assessors in this compliance issue, as they may generally be providing all that is required of them to
their client (project home company, architect or other building designer), but the principal person or
company submitting documentation to the consent authority may themselves then cut back on what is
finally submitted to the consent authority.
A strong case exists for the Department to re-communicate to consent authorities the protocol that
applies to proponents using the Simulation pathway for Thermal Comfort compliance. A short
instruction pamphlet that includes diagrammatic exemplars of the required level of supporting
documentation could be produced in conjunction with accredited assessor organisations and
circulated to all consent authorities, private certifiers registered with the Building Professionals Board
and other stakeholders to improve understanding of the requirements.
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For parity reasons such a communication would need to also address DIY requirements, providing
instruction on the required standard of consistency between the BASIX Certificate and glazing and
shading documentation on plan sets.
11.3.2 Impact of new format thermal comfort certificates on ability to audit for
compliance
The new format certificates observed during the audit (see Appendix 5 - Image 15) may be associated
only with the use of BERS software rather than AccuRate, and so currently are much less common
than traditional certificates. However a compliance issue is created by these new format certificates as
an auditor or building certifier cannot readily see the insulation, glazing and shading settings that were
used in the simulation model to generate the Simulation compliance certificate.
The format and terminology used in these certificates may also contribute to continued poor
comprehension of the Simulation method by consent authority staff, some of whom may still think that
the ‘energy efficiency’ star-rating demonstrates compliance to an acceptable standard, whereas the
certificate is actually reporting on design for thermal comfort rather than ‘whole of home’ energy
efficiency performance. Ideally certificates refering to star ratings should not accompany development
applications in NSW as the star-rating system is not part of the NSW assessment framework.
11.3.3 Observations regarding the DIY pathway
Plan-marking compliance in accordance with the commitments made by users of the DIY pathway is
easiest to verify when the proponent:
•
•

provides a glazing and shading schedule within the plan set and uses the same window
naming/labelling protocol that has been used within BASIX
lists each window and glazed door separately in the BASIX glazing and shading tool.

The current 15-line limit in the glazing and shading tool in BASIX does act as an impediment to
efficient auditing as, once windows are grouped, the checking process becomes more time
consuming. Window-grouping does increase the risk of errors by users, whether in relation to glazing
orientation or shading systems. An increase in the number of data entry lines within the DIY tool is
likely to improve accuracy by users as long as they are instructed to use a separate line for each
glazing unit and only combine units when no more lines are available. However there may be
technical constraints within the tool that limit this option.
11.3.5 The potential role of the BASIX Certificate in contributing to Simulation Method
compliance issues
The page of the BASIX Certificate that indicates applicant’s requirements if selecting the Simulation
method is text-heavy and the tick marks occur at the bottom of the relevant (DA and CC stage)
columns rather than at the column head.

12

Proposed Revised Compliance Auditing Program

The revised on-line audit tool has been designed to enable faster assessment than the version used
for the December 2012 audit. More development projects can be audited per day at a single consent
authority, assuming that the auditor is looking solely at BASIX-related compliance matters.
The revised audit tool is relatively simple to use and has been designed to ensure that very similar
results should be obtained irrespective of who performs the audit.
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If the tool is used as part of a wider compliance assessment by, for example staff from the NSW
Building Professionals Board, then users of the survey tool should be able to use it alongside (i.e.
during) other audit foci, or as a separate activity, before or after other audit activity is performed.
The issue of what proportion of councils might be audited annually is one that the Department is bestpositioned to determine. However, the recent audit experience demonstrated that councils were willing
to participate and genuinely appreciated the Department’s commitment to verify BASIX policy
implementation and outcomes.
Extension of BASIX compliance auditing to private certifiers is an important next step. The
methodology to achieve this depends on existing BPB arrangements for auditing private sector
certifier companies / sole traders. Councils themselves would take some confidence from knowing
that the same tool as was used to assess compliance standards for public sector agencies was being
used for private certifiers.

13

Connecting to other jurisdictions compliance audit work around sustainability

Note this report is not informed by any similar compliance auditing work focussed on dwelling design
for sustainability that other jurisdictions or accredited certifier organisations may have undertaken. If
systematic or occasional compliance auditing of this type has been undertaken by other stakeholders
and findings are available to the Department then this may influence the focus, direction or
methodology for BASIX compliance monitoring going forward.
If no other similar post-implementation policy analysis has been or is being undertaken this raises
issues about the confidence levels that exist around outcomes of such policy.

14

Conclusion

A recent BASIX compliance audit of 11 NSW councils reveals generally good plan-marking
compliance standards by proponents in line with BASIX requirements. However compliance standards
are variable.
It was noted that, regarding documentation provided by proponents the level of detail of BASIX planmarking differs very little between DA and CC documentation – providing the Department with the
opportunity to review policy settings concerning at which stage of development assessment particular
elements should be plan-marked.
Consent authority staff have a generally low level of comprehension concerning the documentation
required for Thermal Comfort compliance when a proponent uses the Simulation pathway, and
applicants themselves commonly do not provide the level of documentation required.
Several mass build project home companies providing exemplar plan-marking standards that the
Department might seek to promote to building design industry practitioners and one-off users of
BASIX.
The shift by consent authorities toward maintaining documentation via fully electronic records has
significant implications for auditing in the near-term future. This applies not only in regard to BASIX
but all other auditing that involves viewing and assessing plans submitted to consent authorities as
part of the development approval process.
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Interviews with consent authority staff confirm that it is common for the homeowner (consumer) to be
typically very detached from the commitments that the building designer makes on their behalf – i.e. a
lack of consumer engagement concerning the detail of BASIX commitments is common.
A revised on-line audit tool has been developed and provided in draft form for consideration - see
Appendix 4.
Extension of formal BASIX auditing to the private certifier sector is recommended alongside annual or
biannual compliance assessment for the local government sector, demonstrating the Department’s
ongoing commitment to effective delivery of BASIX.

---------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX 1 – PARTICIPATING COUNCILS AND INFORMATION REQUEST SENT TO THESE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES PRIOR TO AUDIT

Participating Councils
• Parramatta City Council
• Marrickville Council
• Fairfield City Council
• Camden Council
• Blacktown City Council
• Penrith City Council
• The Hills Shire
• Lithgow City Council
• Maitland City Council
• Orange City Council
• Shellharbour City Council
Note: Sequence does not reflect the order of councils presented in Table 1 or Appendix 3
Information sent to participating councils prior to audit visit
“Duration: The audit process (including a short interview with relevant staff member) will be a daylong task, commencing from around 8:30 am.
Material needs: Residential development plans: 12 different development proposals for recently
submitted BASIX-affected single dwellings or simple dual occupancies, in hard copy. The standard
Council file of documents - i.e. plans and supporting documentation including BASIX Certificate(s)
and Thermal Comfort Certificate(s) will generally be all that I need to review. I can review plans and
documents in electronic format but hard copy is strongly preferred. Please note the following
requirements:
At least 8 of the developments should be at CC stage (either DA/CC documentation combined or CC
documentation following DA approval)
Preferably a mix of dwelling types (e.g. architect-designed dwellings, project homes, and dwellings
designed by non-architect building designers).
Development proposals may be already determined (approved, or declined) or currently under
assessment
The interview:
This is an informal interview to establish the nature of Council staff interaction with BASIX policy and
also Council staff’s perception of how well development proponents engage with the policy.
The person nominated to participate in the interview should have extensive experience in assessing
residential development at your Council.
The interview will take place in the afternoon at a time to suit the nominated Council staff member
participating
Interview duration circa 30 minutes”
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APPENDIX 2 – OUTPUTS FROM ON-LINE SURVEY OF 11 COUNCIL STAFF WITH DIRECT
EXPERIENCE OF IMPLEMENTING BASIX POLICY
The following pie graphs and SurveyMonkey extracts present information collected through the pre-interview
on-line survey. The sample size is small and individual perceptions may vary widely between each interviewee,
therefore the following data should be considered as general in nature and cannot be considered to
comprehensively reflect the opinions of LGA staff across NSW.

Position titles of 11 Council Staff
Interviewed
Development assessment officer
Development assessment coordinator
Team leader assessments / approvals
Building surveyor
Senior building surveyor
Executive building surveyor
Team leader - building survey / compliance

0%
9%

9%
9%

18%

28%
27%

Approximate number of years interviewees employed
in development assessment / approvals sector
0%
Less than 2 years
18%

2 to 5 years
0%

6 to 10 years
more than 10 years

82%
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Client-type with which most interactions occur

Most frequent stage of interaction with development proponents
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COUNCIL-instigated interactions with applicants concerning BASIX
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Applicant-instigated BASIX-related interations with Council
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APPENDIX 3 – Key issues raised by consent authority staff in face-to-face interviews, and
consultant’s interpretation of issues and Council’s general management of BASIX

Council

01

Key themes raised

Consultant
interpretation of
themes raised

• Suggested that certificate could
have a designated space on front
cover where owner signs
confirming their acceptance of
BASIX commitments
• Granny flat applications are
commonly incorrectly described in
BASIX certificate – landscape areas
especially

Reflects Council’s
experience that the
building designers
commonly do not
adequately convey BASIX
commitments to client
before ‘lock-down’. A
‘homeowners acceptance’
is appealing but come with
administrative challenges

Overall observation

Improve advice on granny
flat, including diagrammatic
examples in help notes;
issue advisories in BASIX
newsletters
02

03

Coping well and applying
a good level of rigour
when checking for BASIX
compliance

• Observed that post CC interaction
with clients was common – novice
users of BASIX may have overcommitted or misunderstood and
later realise they want to amend,
for example, solar commitment or
air conditioning.
• Supports the extension of ‘ticks’
from the CC column back to DA
Most common issues are:
• Amended plans – most applicants
do not produce amended BASIX
certificate when logically required
• “We are effectively cautious ... if
we think a new Certificate might
be needed we ask for it”
• Asked: “Should we be stamping
the ABSA-certified plans as well as
a plain set?”
• Unsupported low water landscape
claims
• “We infrequently check
glazing/shading elements, much
easier to check rain-tanks and hot
water systems”
• Some frustration that BASIX
helpline has aversion to written
(email) replies

How many applicants are
actually claiming low water
landscape?
BASIX Helpline observation
– no comment from auditor

04

• Granny flats remain problematic –
for example regarding allocation
of landscaped areas between the
main dwelling and the ‘granny flat’
• Final inspection: tends to focus on
the big things”

Unaware of the Simulation
method protocols /
requirements for ABSA
Specification Blocks on
plans

05

• DIY Thermal Comfort pathway
takes the most time to check
• DIY glazing areas – requested
clearer messaging about whether

Council staff are clearly
regularly check many
aspects of BASIX
compliance, including
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end-controls as long as
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application submitted
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a good level of rigour
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•

•

•

•

glazing areas are glass only or
‘glass + frame’
Clearer messaging concerning the
definition of Unconditioned Floor
Area
Building owners (i.e. future
occupants) are still getting caught
out regarding artificial lighting fitout at final O.C. stage. i.e. they
have varied fit-out as part of
housing package, but in doing so
have breached BASIX
commitments
Sought clarification regarding
second dwelling on ruralresidential sites where the original
dwelling is not occupied, is in
disrepair (and in some cases was
proposed for demolition) and has
ceased to be a home but now
proposed for re-occupation. Does
this full BASIX certificate?
Request that the original ‘BASIX
Guide’ be re-branded and repromoted.

glazing. They have a
systematic approach and
remain keen to improve
their verification standard.
Checking glazing in DIY
remains a challenge.
The request for clear advice
on whether BASIX required
for abandoned then reoccupied dwellings in rural
residential scenarios merits
clarification by Department

06

• End consumer is typically
disengaged from the
commitments being made on their
behalf
• Swimming pools typically not
included at new home DA stage, in
part to avoid BASIX
• Pools are getting smaller
generally, so review of the 40,000
litre BASIX trigger is warranted

07

• Questioned the veracity of the
generic statements of compliance
that builders provide at O.C. stage.
• Cited that their scenario of remote
area inspections and time taken to
get to sites for inspections, lineby-line verification of compliance
is not possible

Clear file records and
appear to be coping
okay. Lack of awareness
concerning what the
Simulation protocol
requires of applicants in
terms of documentation

08

• No significant issues raised.
• Proponent contacting Council on
BASIX matters is rare (except
when seeking to modify plans) –
much more common for Council
to contact proponent to chase up
missing items

Coping well and applying
a good level of rigour
when checking for BASIX
compliance.

09

Coping well and applying
a good level of rigour
when checking for BASIX
compliance.

10

11

Unclear of Simulation
protocol requirements on
standard documentation
• Interviewee considers that a
‘divide’ exists between council
planners and building
surveyors/certifiers regarding
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Certificates that staff are
carefully assessing match
between plans and
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level of attention/detail paid to
BASIX – planners consider BASIX
assessment (and error detection)
is a task for building certifiers.
• Concerned about lack of
sustainability performance
standards for commercial/light
industrial development – lack of
state government leadership here
• Rain-tank locations on zero lot
aligned sites can be problematic.
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certificates.
However, some plans
contained superseded
certificates indicating that
applicants were sometimes
being asked for new
documentation when errors
detected
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APPENDIX 4 – HARD COPY OF REVISED AUDIT TOOL
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APPENDIX 5 – IMAGES OF RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS AND ASSOCIATED
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION

Image 1: Examples of certification at O.C. stage

Image 2: Examples of certification at O.C. stage
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Image 3

Image 4
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Image 5

Image 6
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Image 7

Image 8
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Image 9

Image 10
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Image 11

Image 12
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Image 13

Image14
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Image 15

Example of new ABSA/BERS Certificate with no
second page / no construction details

New style single page Simulation Certificate
– lacks detail required to enable audit
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This report has been prepared and written for and on behalf of the NSW Department of
Planning and Infrastructure (the Department) by an independent consultant. The NSW
Government is committed to enhancing the public availability, dissemination and exchange
of information. However, the information is provided on the basis that all persons accessing
the report undertake responsibility for assessing the relevance, completeness and accuracy
of its content and its relevance to their needs. The Department cannot warrant and does not
represent that the material is complete, current, reliable and/or free from error.
Unless otherwise stated, the material may be reproduced in whole or part for personal, inhouse or non commercial purposes without charge or further permission, provided that the
meaning is unchanged, disclaimers and the source of the material is acknowledged.
Copyright in any such reproduced material remains vested in the Crown.
If you wish to reproduce, alter, store or transmit Crown copyrighted material for any other
purpose, please seek permission for such use prior to use from the Department.

BASIX® is a registered trade mark of the Crown in Right of the State of New South
Wales acting through the Department of Planning and Infrastructure
The BASIX® assessment tool and software are subject to international patents.
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